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Shepherd 4-Year-Old & K-Prep Activities
Date: Monday, March 23, 2020

Book: “Who Took the Cookies From The Cookie Jar?”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x61Co2DxahU
Craft: Hand and Arm Tree
Literacy: Letter N Hunt
Math: Count and Compare the Letters from your “N” Hunt
Science: Shadows
Outdoor Activity: Chalk the Walk
Bible Lesson: Zacchaeus - Luke 19:1-10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BjtbJFz2ug
Songs: Zacchaeus Was a Wee Little Man
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hq-HA5arHYw
Out in the Desert
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TPwkDj0J3Y
Recipe: Make and bake your favorite cookie recipe. Eat them with
family and feel free to share the recipe with the class via email!

Craft: Handprint Tree

Using paint, markers, colored pencils, etc. and some paper, make your favorite tall
tree using your child’s arm as the trunk. Start by painting or tracing your child’s
arm and have them paint and/or draw and color the rest depending on what
supplies you have on hand. How do the trees look outdoors right now? Do you have
an orange or lemon tree in your yard that you can pick some fruit from and smell
the fruit and blooms?

Literacy: Letter N Hunt
Find a magazine or paper in your household and grab a timer. Set the timer for five
minutes and have your child search for words in the publication that include the
letter “N” and write the words in a column below. If they have a capital “N” they get
written in the first column. If they have a small letter “n” they get written in the
second. Perhaps they have an older sibling or parent that wants to help or see who
can find the most words?? Keep it fun as this can be challenging!

Letter Nn Hunt

N

Which column has more? __________________
Which column has less? ___________________

n

Science: Shadows

Shadows are everywhere! In your house or outside, find some shadows or make
your own. These can be traced onto paper, colored and cut out as well. Do you have
flashlights? How can they be used to make shadows? Have fun being creative!

Outdoor Activity: Chalk the Walk

Outside with your family, draw some happy pictures and write some happy words
for your neighbors who may take a walk later.

